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Twenty three years ago, we arrived in Canada 
from England with two suitcases, and a dream. 
We wanted to open a summer arts community for 
young people – a place where youth with creative 
interests could grow, learn and have fun in a 
nurturing environment and in the company of  
others who shared their enthusiasm for the arts. 
We were newly weds, just 24 years old. Craig 
had business experience. I had worked as Head 
of  Drama in a top UK school, and had just 
won an international writing award. We both had professional experience in theatre.

Ten months later, Centauri Summer Arts Camp was born.

A good summer camp is a labour of  love for those who run it and for all who work 
there. Overnight camp is more like a village than a school – but a village where the 
entire culture is shaped by youth, and their needs – educational, social, personal – 
impact everything that village sets out to be. Camp is a place where thrills, excitement, 
energy, enthusiasm abound – through inspiring activities, moments of  spontaneous joy, 
festivals, dances, spirit suppers and more. But it is equally a place for quietness and 
reflection, through campfires, stargazing, storytelling, music and friendships that 
deepen through shared experience. At camp, young people look out to the wider world 
but also inward, as they write, make music, dance, paint, act, create movies and 
explore their artistic dreams.

Camp is for everyone. Extroverts and introverts. Nine year olds 
and teens about to leave for university. Youth with arts ambitions, 
and complete beginners, going away to camp or trying the arts for 
the first time.

Twenty three years on, Craig and I are 
still the owner-directors 
at Centauri. Through 
the year, we run the Centauri Arts 
Academy in Toronto. I also write books for 
young people. My novel, The Finding Place, 
was released by Red Deer Press in 2015.  
We remain active in the arts and in education 
throughout the year – and spend every summer 
living on site, at camp.

Over the years, thousands of  parents have 
entrusted their children to us, and thousands of  
young people have had the summer of  their lives 
at Centauri. Camp may be a village but it's also 
a family. And we look forward to inviting your 
whole family into ours.

Welcome to CENTAURI! 

Julie HartleyJulie Hartley

Julie & Craig Hartley (Owner-Directors) & their daughter
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Dear Julie and Craig,Just a small note to thank you for making my daughter's first 

camp experience so amazing. It was scary for me to send her 

to a camp where she didn't know anyone, but I sure am glad 

that I overcame my worries and she got to experience your 

amazing and professional camp and programs. I very 
much appreciate every single thing you, the 
counsellors and the program directors did to 
make sure my daughter felt comfortable and 
welcome. I can see a young woman who returned home with great experiences, a lot more confidence, a better image of  herself  and great plans for her future.

With gratitude,

[2015 camp parent]
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A Typical Day
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8.45   
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11.15 
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12.45 
2.00 

3.00 
4.40 
5.15 
5.45 
6.30 
7.30 
9.00 

* Examples of  typical elective workshops: Theatre 
Games, Shakespeare Monologues, Bollywood 
Dance, Vocal Training, Guitar, Painting On 
Location, Postcard Fiction, Volleyball, Soccer

** Examples of  Spirit Suppers: 
60s dinner, a Night at the Oscars, Chinese Banquet

*** Examples of  Evening Programs:
Murder Mystery Night, Talent Show, Music Festival, 
Cafe Night, Campfires, Capture the Flag

At Centauri, we bring together leaders who are, first and 
foremost, outstanding role models for the young people they 
inspire and instruct. They have the skills to help youth grow 
as creative artists, and also to support them as they navigate 
the complex business of  growing up in today's world. The 
majority of  our staff  return year after year, ensuring a high 
standard of  teaching and exceptional community spirit.

Program Directors plan and 
teach the arts programs at 
Centauri. Most have 
professional arts experience 
and all have demonstrable 
teaching skills. Arts instructors 
live in at camp, participating 
actively in camp life. This adds 
a unique, cultural dimension to 
the Centauri community. 

Counsellors form the backbone of  our community, providing 
guidance, nurturing, friendship and fun. Our counsellors plan 
camp activities, head a dorm 'family', support campers if  they 
need it, and assist in the arts departments. Typically, counsellors 
are university students in programs related to arts and education. 
Most spend years as campers before applying on staff, and all 
undergo a rigorous training program.

Fateema started as a camper with us in 2010, and joined our staff  in 2014. She is studying Drama at the 
University of  Toronto, where she is active in theatre performance and sketch comedy. Fateema is warm 
hearted and fun loving. She says, “I love working at Centauri because I get to learn so much both 
personally and in the arts, and help my campers do the same. My favourite memory is the Sherlock 
Holmes Festival – we stayed in character all day! Centauri is an amazing place. It gives campers endless 
opportunities to try new things, support when they are in need, and is a space where they can be 
themselves. It is the most magical place I know.”

A Typical Counsellor...

A Typical Program Director

Our Program Directors

Jeanette Hedley has been with Centauri 
since the camp's first year – as a camper, 
counsellor and program director. Jeanette 
has a BFA in Theatre, a Diploma in Acting 
and is an Associate Member of  the 
Canadian Dance Teacher's Association. She 
works to empower young people through 
the arts all over the world, including 

Uganda, where she devised a theatre project to spread AIDS 
awareness. Jeanette has taught and directed with Centauri for 
the past decade. Through the year, she teaches dance and 
musical theatre, and manages a dance studio in Toronto.

Our Terrific Staff !

Our Camp Counsellors

Breakfast
Specialist Programs: First Workshop
Snack
Specialist Programs: Second Workshop
Free time; time to socialise and relax
Lunch
Specialist Programs: Third Workshop
Rest Hour or “Talk 'n' Text” time.
Swimming Pool and Sports available
Elective arts or sports workshop*
Camp Meeting: performances and more!
Free time or dinner prep
Dinner (themed, spirit or family dinner)**
Community events/dorm time
Evening Program***
Bedtime program or social hour
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Fourteen Facts about CENTAURI!
Our campus is set in 165 acres, bordered by the 
Chippawa Creek. We have 2 small ponds, a marsh 
and a woodland.

Our Arts 
facilities 

include: 2 indoor 
theatres, 1 outdoor 
stage, 2 film studios,  
2 writing rooms, 2 art 
studios, a design lab, 
music rooms and a 
sprung floor for our 
dancers. All spaces are 
air-conditioned.

We do sports, too! Facilities include an outdoor 
basketball court, soccer field, small pool and beach 
volleyball court.

We are located 1.5 hours from Toronto,    
30 minutes from Niagara Falls, on top of  the world 
famous Niagara Escarpment.

We have a health care 
professional on site at all times, 
and a well stocked wellness centre.

We named our camp 25 years 
ago, sitting on the top of  an 

ancient chalk horse in England. We 
changed the horse to a Centaur and 
created our first logo! 

Centauri is an Accredited Member 
of  the Ontario Camps Association. 

We celebrated our 15th season with 
a 15-hour arts marathon in Toronto. Campers and 
staff  raised $50,000 and built a school in Nepal.

Our staff ratio is high: 3 campers 
to each staff  member.

Our meals are prepared by 
qualified chefs, using fresh 

ingredients. We offer a salad bar at all 
meals and our vegetarian options are 
fantastic! Allergies can be catered to 
with advance notice. Ice Cream 
Sundaes are a tradition!

Our Dorms: Boys and older 
girls live in open-plan dorm 

buildings, rooming in cubicles 
with a friend. Our younger girls 
live in traditional dorms. 
Counsellors live with their 
campers and are available night 
and day. Washroom and showers 
are located right in the building.

We welcome about 125 campers each 
session. That's big enough to offer plenty of  
options, and small enough to focus on each 
individual.

We love spirit 
meals! Our campers 

sing along to almost 
anything with 'Bohemian 
Rhapsody' and 'Grease 
Mega-mix' definite 
favourites.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

11.

10.

12.

13.

14.We love quiet 
times, too. Tai chi, 

journaling, yoga, meditation 
and storytelling... these 

options give 
our campers a 
chance to relax 
and unwind.



Camp	is	for 

Choosing the right summer camp is important, because a good 
camp can enrich an entire life. Living with people, sharing profound 
experiences with them – these things cements friendships like 
nothing else. Returning to camp each year means returning to 
your summer home – a place where you can grow, shine and feel 
free to explore the person you hope to become. Attending Centauri 
can be a journey: from a new person going away to camp for the 
first time, to a returner offering a warm and confident welcome to 

brand new friends. Some campers start 
with us as beginners in an art form and become experts over several years; others try out a 
different program each summer. Many campers lay the foundation of  leadership skills with us, 
then later join us as counsellors, arts instructors, and senior staff.

Recently a group of  Centauri staff  attended a wedding. The bride and groom had become friends 
as campers at Centauri, dating throughout their staff  years. So many of  their wedding guests were 

friends they had first met at camp. The best man, bridesmaids, MC, photography 
and videographer… all had been Centauri campers. Many had travelled long 
distances to celebrate the wedding – one even from Australia. It was touching to 
see how close these people had become through their camp years, and how they 
had formed their own community, as adults.  

Returning to the same overnight camp year after year deepens friendships like 
nothing else, providing young people with support networks all over the world. 
That's why camp is never just for a summer. Lessons learned, confidence gained, 
skills developed and friendships made: these things last a lifetime.

... are all about helping everyone feel welcome, since most 
new campers arrive knowing no one at all. Campers 
spend time with their dorm friends, chatting and 
unpacking. They get to know their counsellors, and attend 
an introductory session in their chosen program. We host 
a welcome BBQ for the entire camp community, and run 
a first-night evening program that is focused on having 
fun together. By the time you go to bed, you'll have plenty 
of  new friends and a sense of  being part of  something 
great. You'll wake the next morning ready to throw 
yourself  into every new experience.

All specialist programs end with some sort of  
presentation: readings, exhibitions, performances, film 
screenings, slide shows, book launches or installations. 
Families are invited to join us to celebrate everything their 
son or daughter has achieved. Sessions end in the late 
afternoon, after a grand finale. Campers remaining with 
us for the next session are provided with their evening 
meal, overnight accommodation and breakfast, free of  
charge. 

First Days...

LIFE!

... and Last Days
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Who comes to Centauri?

Attending overnight camp for the first time can be a little scary, but as with so 
many new experiences, you'll be proud of  yourself, and so glad you did it! At 
Centauri, new campers start with us at all ages from 9 to 18, because we're a 
specialty camp and new interests develop at all  ages. Almost all new campers 
arrive knowing no one – so there will be plenty of  other campers feeling just 
the way you do, and eager to make new friends! Centauri is a welcoming and 
friendly place where it's okay to be who you are. Feeling 'at home' at camp 
doesn't take very long. Here are some of  the things we do to help:
1.  We have a Camp Manual on our website with tons of  information about 
how to prepare for camp and what to bring with you.
2.  We're a family-run camp and we try to get to know all our 
families personally. Call us at the camp office – 416 766 7124 – 
whenever you have any questions!
3.  Your counsellor will call to say hi a few days before your session 
begins. They will tell you about any special events planned for your 
session, and answer last minute questions. The same person will be 
there to greet you when you arrive at camp on the first day.
4.  Our younger campers benefit from the constant presence of  
two counsellors specially chosen for their nurturing skills and trained 
to assist with homesickness. They run relaxing bedtime programs 
every night to help their campers fall asleep.
5.  Our first day is structured to help all campers integrate and make 
friends, so you'll feel totally at ease and excited for your session by the 
time you go to bed  (see 'First Days' on page 5 for further details).

Our community is diverse in every way.  We have campers 
of  all faiths and none. Young people from rural and 
urban communities, from up to 20 different countries, 
and with different ethnic and cultural backgrounds. We 
have home schooled, private school and public school 
students. Some of  our youth come from arts schools or 
artistic families, while others may have no experience in 
the arts at all. All academic and economic backgrounds 
are represented at Centauri. A single program may have 
diverse ages as well as different skill 
levels, and this works because 
everyone chooses to be there: our 
campers are focussed and eager to be 
inspired. 
Bullying and cliques are rare at 
Centauri because young people with 
arts interests are generally accepting, 
sensitive and empathetic. We support 
our campers, but our campers also 
support one another.  What matters 
to us is creating an arts community 
where each individual is valued and 
nurtured, and everyone has the 
opportunity to learn, grow and have 
the best summer of  their lives.

A Special Welcome to our New Campers!
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International Campers Parents: Stay Involved!

If  you are 16, 17 or 18 then you're probably thinking: am I too 
old for camp?

The average age of  our campers is 14, and more than a quarter 
of  our camp is aged 16 and over. Some of  these older teens 
have been with us for years while others may be attending 
overnight camp for the first time, attracted by the intensive arts 
programs. Older campers have the chance to work on art or 
writing portfolios, audition skills and film projects that will 
assist with their university application. Many of  our camp 

policies are designed to meet the 
needs of  older campers: our 'Talk 'n' 
Text time, for example, which means 
you can stay in touch with friends 
back home, if  you choose to. You 
will be placed in a dorm with other 
campers around your age, so social 
activities will reflect your interests. 
Our counsellors are older than at 
most camps – usually 2nd, 3rd or 4th 
year university students – so they are 
able to guide and inspire you as you 

figure out your future. Camp activities reflect the needs of  all ages who come to us, and include café nights, discussion-
based activities, cultural banquets and performance opportunities. At Centauri, young people have a chance to develop their 
leadership skills: we're often the place where older teens teach their first workshop, lead a whole-group activity for the first 
time or deliver their first inspiring speech. Finally, if  you are an older teen, you're on the brink of  major life changes. It can 
often feel great to kick back and be a kid, maybe for the last time.

Campers attend Centauri from all over the world, 
including the USA, Mexico, Columbia, Venezuela, China, 
Japan, England, Italy, France and Spain. We offer free 
transportation service between Toronto's international 
airport and camp (a trip which takes just 90 minutes) 
International campers can stay in touch with their 
families regularly by Skype calling from the camp office. 
An optional half-day trip to Niagara Falls in sessions 1 
and 3 ensures international campers can see a little of  
Canada, too! Centauri is able to accommodate 
international groups. Please call or email us about this. 

Parents are a vital part of  our camp 
community. We invite you to stay 
involved with us all year round 
through our newsletter, Facebook 
page, information sessions and 
social events. In summer, follow 
our camp adventures by reading our 
blog and viewing dozens of  
photographs loaded to our website daily. 

Select one specialist program for each 
session you attend. You'll spend 4 hours daily 
in your chosen department, working with an 
experienced arts instructor. You'll also be 
able to select additional arts or sports 
electives, once you arrive at camp.

Choose your Arts Program Now!

Older Teens Belong Here
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Creative WritingCreative Writing

reative Writing: Brave New Worlds
 offered in Session 2 for ages 14-18C

reative Writing: The Artistic Spirit 
 offered in Session 1 for ages 12-18C

riting for Film 
 offered in Session 1 for ages 12-18W

What does it mean to be artistic? Where do great ideas 
come from? In this program, we'll design our own creative 
spaces, explore writing prompts, create characters, build 
worlds and fill our notebooks with ideas. Our final project 
will be a writing installation, so if  you prefer not to read 
out loud, this program is the ideal choice! Whether you 
already love writing poetry or prose or you're trying writing 
for the first time, join us as we laugh, discuss and write, 
discovering what it means to be a writer... and what it 
means to create.

If  you love creating visual worlds, building exciting characters and 
writing dialogue that leaps off  the page, this program's for you! 
You'll learn why writing for film is a technical craft, and discover 
how to structure your writing for the industry. But this is only 
half  of  cinematic storytelling! You'll also learn to build a tight 
plot, write with an original voice and fill your on-screen world 
with fascinating characters. Discovers the unique 
demands of  screen writing, and write a short 
film of  your own.

Many young people love to write, but most do so alone. Imagine being a part 
of  a writing community, where people share the same goals and work to 
support one another. Make life-long friends under our Poet-tree and in the 
Centauri Writing Room this summer, and kick-start a year of  great writing.

In this genre fiction program, we'll explore fantasy and 
science fiction. Discover how to build an imaginary world 
so compelling your readers lose themselves in it. Create 
rounded characters, construct flawless plots and learn to 
make the incredible credible. The technical skills we'll 
explore apply to all forms of  fiction – so everyone is 
welcome! Discover how the support of  other writers 
makes all the difference as you create your own Brave 
New Worlds.

Many young people love to write, but most do so alone. Imagine being a part 
of  a writing community, where people share the same goals and work to 
support one another. Make life-long friends under our Poet-tree and in the 
Centauri Writing Room this summer, and kick-start a year of  great writing.



riting for Performance 
 offered in Session 2 for ages 9-14

reative Writing: Poetry & Fiction
 offered in Session 3 for ages 12-18

reative Writing: Game Makers!
 offered in Session 4 for ages 13-18

reative Writing: In the Footsteps of  Giants 
 offered in Session 4 for ages 12-18 

reative Writing: Finding Your Voice
 offered in Session 3 for ages 14-18

Write for performance, not for the page! Explore the art 
of  storytelling as you build and tell original stories. Create 
spoken word poetry and hold your own poetry slam. Write 
monologues and scenes for characters you create yourself. 
Learn how to be the best writer you can be as you try your 
hand at writing prompts. On the final day, see your words 
brought to life for an audience either by performing 
yourself, or directing actors as they realize your vision on 
the stage.

WW

Writing is a serious activity, but you can still have a blast 
doing it! In this lively writing program we'll tackle exciting 
prompts alone and collaboratively, exploring both the craft 
and the creative art of  writing. Fiction and poetry are all 
about playing with language: there are endless ways to tell a 
story, but only YOU can tell it your way. Whether you're a 
beginning or experienced writer, join us under the Poet-
Tree this summer, experiment with poetry and prose, 
discover how to be a better writer, and leave with a 
notebook bursting at the seams.

C
Apply your writing skills to the creation of  online text-
based games in this unique writing program! Discover how 
to create your own worlds using non-linear plot structures, 
then populate them with intriguing characters. You'll 
develop traditional writing skills through daily prompts and 
exercises... but we'll also introduce you to writing for text 
based video games. Try your hand at basic coding as we 
move from the writing studio to the computer room, 
creating interactive, text-based games to share with friends 
after camp.

C

Do you have something unique to say? Then join us as we 
explore writing as a form of  self  expression, and make your 
ideas heard! We'll journal, write memoir, create stories both 
fact and fiction, try out spoken word poetry, and discover 
diverse writers whose perspectives have challenged the 
status quo. If  you have something to say, and you're 
interested in writing that has both brain and heart, come 
discover your unique voice as a writer, and share your 
vision with the world.

C

Have you ever read a novel and thought: how do they DO that? Our starting 
point will be the work of  bestselling writers like John Green and Veronica 
Roth. We'll look at techniques they use to structure plots build characters and 

keep readers hooked. We'll explore 
terrific opening paragraphs, then 
tackle our own. We'll create 
outlines for original novels, and 
even write climactic scenes. If  
you'd like to be the next J.K. 
Rowling, join us for this exciting 
program. We'll show you how to 
be a better writer and help you take 
the first step to realising your 
dream.

C

 We'll provide you with 
a souvenir Centauri 
notebook to write in. 

If  you prefer to work on a laptop, 
make sure you have a battery with a 
long life as workshops take place 
outdoors, too!

Tip:
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Film Production 
& Performance
Film Production 
& Performance

ilm Styles: Mystery & Suspense 
 offered in Session 1 for ages 13-18

Our Film programs are hands-on: you learn 
by making movies! Campers focus on film 
production skills and have the option of  
acting on screen.

Our Film programs are hands-on: you learn 
by making movies! Campers focus on film 
production skills and have the option of  
acting on screen.

Learn how to keep an audience on the edge of  their seats 
with the dramatic choices you make as a filmmaker. 
Explore cinematic techniques used by directors like 
Alfred Hitchcock, then create a film bursting with 
mystery and suspense. Beginner and experienced 
filmmakers will learn about cinematography, directing, 
design, special effects, lighting and Foley. Campers may 
also act in our movie, which will be edited ready for 
screening on the final day of  camp.

F usic Video Production
 offered in Session 3 for ages 14-18 M

Take your film making 
skills to the next level 
as you conceptualize, 
storyboard and shoot 
music videos to 
accompany tracks laid 
down by emerging 
bands. Many film 
directors begin their 
careers in music video; 
explore your ideas as a 
filmmaker, free from 
the constraints of  narrative. Discover how to keep your 

visuals in sync with 
lyrics, learn how to 
bring exciting 
concepts to life on 
film, and create music 
videos to share with 
an audience – and 
your band - on the 
final day.

Also check out our 
Writing for Film 
program on page 8!

Tip:

ilm Styles
 offered in Session 3 for ages 11-15

Want to work on an alien movie? A Disney-style adventure? A slapstick comedy? No 
problem! In this hands-on film production program, we'll create shorts inspired by various 
styles. Discover film making skills: screen writing, cinematography, directing, design and 
acting - then adapt those skills to the demands of  different genres. Try out film production 
roles, act on camera if  you wish, and create short films to 
share proudly with your friends.

F

F ilm Production: Short Cuts
offered in Session 4 for ages 12-18

Master the art of  cinematography in just 8 days! Explore the basics, then dive deeper as you 
discover lighting techniques and camera tricks. Next, put into practise everything you've 
learned. Try your hand at various production jobs and explore the fundamentals of  film 
making as you create short films in different styles to premier on the final day. Come make 
movies with us this summer, and learn about the industry hands on, by doing! 

Short Films for Festivals
 offered in Session 2 for ages 13-18

Work as part of  a team to write and produce a short 
movie, with the goal of  submitting it to a film festival! 
Discover film making skills as you take an idea from the 
page and bring it to life. We'll watch movie clips and 
discuss how great screenwriters and directors meld their 
crafts to make an awesome film. Explore writing, 
directing, cinematography, lighting, sound and design, and 

act on screen if  you wish.
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Dance

ance the King of  Pop!  
 offered in Session 1 for ages 12-18

Take a break from the competitive scene and meld your 
dance skills to create an awesome show inspired by the 
music of  Michael Jackson. If  you are a dedicated, 
disciplined dancer looking for a challenge that 
combines technique and creative discovery, then 
join us and put a new spin on some of  the 
greatest hits ever written. Build your strength 
through daily warm ups, stretches and toning, 
and take classes in Ballet, Lyrical, Jazz, Hip Hop 
and Dance Improvisation. Michael Jackson is 
our inspiration as we put together a spectacular 
show for the final day. Dancers must take at 
least 3 dance classes a week and must have 
reached a minimum of  Grade 3 Ballet. 

ance Production 
 offered in Session 2 for ages 10-18

Meld your creative and technical skills as you take classes 
in multiple dance styles, rehearsing and staging a 
performance that will tell a gripping story through dance. 
Take workshops in Ballet, Lyrical, Jazz and more. 
Choreograph for other dancers, and dance in challenging 
pieces devised by your instructor.  If  you have danced for 
at least four years and completed a minimum of  Grade 3 
Ballet, join us for an explosive session that combines 

creative and technical 
work with an 
intensive schedule of  
rehearsals.  Last year 
we staged a thrilling 
show inspired by the 
story of  
Frankenstein... what 
will it be this year? 
Join our dance team 
and find out!

allet, Contemporary & Jazz 
 offered in Session 3 for ages 11-18

If  you love to dance, come refine your technique and 
performance skills with us this summer! You'll take a daily 
program of  classes, including Conditioning, Ballet, Jazz, 

Contemporary, Improvisation and 
Choreography. Dancers work on control, 
balance and flexibility, expanding technique and 
discovering the essence of  what dance is: a 
means to invoke emotion and tell a story. Work 
as part of  a dance ensemble, putting together 
an exciting showcase which melds the best of  
all you can do. If  you 
have a background in 
ballet and you have 
danced for at least 
three years, then join 
our dance team... and 
shine!

ance Trendz!
 offered in Session 4 for ages 9-18

Come dance everything that's popular right now on TV, 
YouTube and beyond! We'll try street dance, get inspired 
by Beyonce's crazy moves, and recreate dance routines 
from famous movies. Along the way, we'll take workshops 
in Jazz, Hip Hop, Musical Theatre Dance, and more. 
Have you ever watched a dance video and thought, “I 
want to do THAT”? Then join us for this fun and varied 
dance program, work on your fitness and technique, and 
share everything you've learned with your audience on the 
final day. Technical dance experience is not essential for 
this program, but you do need a reasonable level of  
fitness... and a love of  DANCE!

B

D

D

D

Our Dance programs emphasise technique – but also 
creativity and the JOY of  dance! Some programs are 

recreational, while others are for more experienced 
dancers. A good staff   ratio ensures everyone is 

challenged, whatever their level.  
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Fine Art, Photography
& Design
Fine Art, Photography
& Design
Our Art, Photography and Design programs offer the 
perfect balance between taught technique and creative 
freedom. Artists also have the opportunity to create 
portfolio pieces for application to arts high schools and 
university programs. Our Art Shows on the final day take 
the form of  either traditional gallery exhibitions or digital 
slide shows, as appropriate. 

Our Art, Photography and Design programs offer the 
perfect balance between taught technique and creative 
freedom. Artists also have the opportunity to create 
portfolio pieces for application to arts high schools and 
university programs. Our Art Shows on the final day take 
the form of  either traditional gallery exhibitions or digital 
slide shows, as appropriate. 

llustrate & Animate
 offered in Session 1 for ages 12-18
 offered in Session 2 for ages 9-14

rinciples of  Photography and Design
 offered in Session 3 for ages 12-18

If  you love Japanese Anime and Manga, join us for this 
exciting program and discover how to create and draw 
characters in this popular style. You'll learn graphic novel 
illustration techniques, bring the worlds of  your 
imagination to life, then fill those worlds with exciting 
stories you create for yourself. Later, we'll take some of  
our artwork and animate it, using two and three 
dimensional stop motion techniques. Illustrate and 
animate with us this summer, expand your art skills, and 
present your work before an audience on the final day.

I

P
Learn the creative and technical skills you need to take 
great photographs, then transform your photos digitally 
to create unique works of  art. We'll explore photography 
on location, in the studio and in front of  the computer 
screen, then move on to the principles of  design. Build 
superstructures, explore advertising, design characters to 
be used in video games, discover interior design and put 
your graphic design skills to practical use as you illustrate 
our online magazine – The Centauri Voice. Please bring 
along your digital camera – complete with manual and 
focus, if  possible – and a USB key on which to store your 
work.
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ainting Techniques
 offered in Session 4 for ages 13-18

n Artist's Studio 
 offered in Session 2 for ages 13-18
 offered in Session 4 for ages 8-14

Bring along old 
clothes to paint in, 
and a portfolio, if  
possible, so you 
can carry your 
work home.

Tip:

Working in acrylics and watercolour, campers will learn 
the demands, techniques and possibilities of  different 
mediums. Gesture, still life, landscape and portraiture will 
all be explored as you improve your brush technique, 
enhance your appreciation of  colour and explore the 
possibilities of  light, space, perspective and form. 
Discover how to paint from sketch studies, field notes 
and photographs, and examine the work of  well known 
painters. If  you enjoy art, then you'll love this: a program 
designed to help you become the very best painter you 
can be.

P

A
Explore the work of  great artists, then create original art 
inspired by their styles and techniques. We'll look at artists 
such as Da Vinci and Escher, then work on our own pen 
and ink creations. We'll learn from great Masters like 
Degas and Renoir, then work in acrylics and watercolour. 
Take inspiration from contemporary art movements and 
evolve your own style as you explore the possibilities of  
light, space and perspective. The content of  this program 
is different each time it is offered.
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Theatre 
& Stage Combat
Theatre 
& Stage Combat
Some acting programs offer the chance to develop a 
wide range of  skills, while others focus on one part of  
an actor's craft. Content changes every session, so you 
can take each program as many times as you like.

Some acting programs offer the chance to develop a 
wide range of  skills, while others focus on one part of  
an actor's craft. Content changes every session, so you 
can take each program as many times as you like.

tage Combat: Fan Fiction Fighters
 offered in Session 2 for ages 13-18

tage Combat Comedy: 
Clowns With Swords
 offered in Session 3 for ages 13-18

cting Skills: The Time Traveller's 
Guide to Clown
 offered in Session 1 for ages 13-18

n Actor's Studio
 offered in Sessions 1 for ages 9-14
 offered in Sessions 3 for ages 9-14

No actor-training is complete without Clown! Performers 
gain skills in improvisation, mask, mime and physical 
(non-verbal) theatre, as they learn to unlock truths in 
acting through the medium of  play. Each year our Clowns 
tackle a different performance: this summer, we'll build a 
time machine and wreak havoc on history! Discover why 
Clown is joyful, hilarious... and a route to artistic 
transformation. Beginner and experienced clowns 
welcome; previous acting experience is essential.

A
Are you looking for an all-round taste of  acting, and the 
chance to perform in a show? If  so, this is the program 
for you! Discover acting games that help you grow as a 
performer. Work with others in an atmosphere of  
creative excitement, taking workshops in comedy, improv, 
clown, mask and character. Sessions are high energy and 
an ensemble approach ensures all actors have the chance 
to shine. Daily rehearsals lead to an exciting performance 
on the final day! 

A

Learn to safely create the illusion of  combat in this exciting 
program for actors! Explore unarmed combat, then move on to 
rapier, learning from our experienced instructors how to safely 
wield a sword. Next, take your favourite movie and fiction 
characters and pit them against each other. What would happen if  
Luke Skywalker encountered Moriarty? Or if  Percy Jackson 
fought Harry Potter? Devise scenes, build characters then play 
them as actor-combatants as you rehearse a spectacular show. 
Suitable for beginner and experienced actor-combatants; campers 
must have a good level of  focus for this program. 

S

S
Stage combat meets comedy in this exciting program for actors! 
Learn pratfalls and unarmed combat then combine these skills 
with slapstick to stage hilarious combat scenes. Create clown 
characters, then arm them with whatever we can dream up – 
cream pies, found weapons, even swords! Discover how to wield 
a rapier and broadsword safely and choreograph comedic fight 
sequences as you work on a side-splitting show to present before 
an audience. Beginner and experienced actor-combatants are 
welcome. 
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cting Skills: The Centauri 
Actor's Company 
offered in Sessions 1 for ages 13-18
offered in Sessions 3 for ages 13-18

cting for the Stage and Screen
 offered in Session 2 for ages 9-14
 offered in Session 4 for ages 13-18

cting & Directing
 offered in Session 2 for ages 13-18

cting Skills: Zen of  Comedy
 offered in Session 2 for ages 12-18

erformance Arts 
 offered in Session 4 for ages 9-14

Our Multi-
Arts Quest 
Adventure 
also teaches 

acting skills! Check it 
out on page 17.

Tip:

Join our premier acting ensemble this summer and 
develop your performance skills with classes in voice, 
movement, character, scene study and more. Discover 
why mask work and comedy are key components of  
actor-training as you trace the practical history of  both, 
from the Renaissance to the present day. Learn to work 
with a scene partner, and to interpret text for the stage. 
Focus on a specific genre and style of  performance as 
you tackle a demanding role and rehearse a high quality 
show to stage at the end of  the session.  

A

A
What does a director do? How does an actor work 
successfully with a director? Discover theatre from two 
different perspectives, as you work with scenes from the 
sixteenth century to the present day, perhaps even writing 
your own. Explore the skills needed to be a terrific 
director, then see your vision come to life as you direct 
your own cast. Next, discover what it feels like from the 
other side! Improve your acting skills and learn how 
directors and actors work together to bring scenes to life 
on stage.

Learn to be spontaneous and focussed in your acting 
roles as you tackle scenes from movies and the theatre. 
We'll begin with live performance, learning how to dissect 
a scene, build a character and work with an acting partner. 
From there, we'll move on-screen, discovering how to act 
for film and developing a fearless relationship with the 
camera. Explore comedy, tragedy and everything in 
between! Scene work is in small groups, so all actors 
tackle lead roles, preparing live and on-camera 
performances for the final day.

A

A
Are you ready to explore truths on stage as you perform 
as a collective with fellow improvisers? Then you're ready 
for Long Form improv and...The Harold! Learn how to 
create characters spontaneously and trust your scene 
partners. Explore scene structure, develop and commit to 
each role, and learn why you don't always need gags to 
keep an audience entertained: there's power in story! We'll 
also work with theatre sports-style improv games to 
prepare our final mind-melding performance. 

If  you like to act but you also have other creative 
interests, this is the program for you. Want to write a 
script? No problem! Create characters, improvise scenes 
and design your own set? Sure! Our final production may 
include dance, hand painted backdrops, live music and 
even film, depending on the interest of  the group - so 
there's room to explore all the arts! Bring along your 
creativity and devise an exciting production to entertain 
an audience on the final day.

P
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Music 
& Musical Theatre
Music 
& Musical Theatre

usic Mayhem: Rock, Pop & More! 
 offered in Session 1 for ages 12-18
 offered in Session 4 for ages 12-18

Explore the skills you need to make it in the world of  music: how 
to prepare for auditions, accompany singers and dancers, lead 
rehearsals, write music and lyrics, arrange and record. How do 
you build a career out of  music? We'll show you, so bring along 
your instrument and discover what it takes to be a musician. 
You'll play with other musicians in duos and in bands, create 
cover versions and original music, then prepare a concert 
together for the final day.  

 Campers taking Music 
programs must play an 
instrument (such as 
drums, keyboard, 

guitar or piano) or be a competent 
solo singer. Bring your instrument 
with you to camp (keyboards and 
drum sets are provided).

Tip:

Bring along your instrument (or voice!) and spend the session 
creating bands, coming up with original music and lyrics, creating 
cover versions and having a blast!  We'll teach you how to write 
and play in different styles and show you what there is to learn 
from some of  the world's most talented musicians. Go from 
jamming in the music room to preparing a concert for the big 
stage. Bring creativity, your passion for music... and let's create 
some large-scale MAYHEM! 

usic Mayhem: How to Be 
a Musician in the Real World
 offered in Session 3 for ages 12-18

M

M

Musical Theatre: The Magic of  Broadway 
 offered in Session 1 for ages 9-14
 offered in Session 2 for ages 13-18

Calling all triple threats! Use your acting, singing and dancing skills to bring 
to life the magic of  Broadway. Take workshops in vocal technique, dance 
choreography and acting, then move into rehearsals, learning to work as part 
of  an ensemble as you bring some of  musical theatre's best-loved characters 
to life on stage. Sing your heart out, dance your shoes off, create wonderful 
characters and have a whole lot of  fun as you celebrate the magic of  musical 
theatre, creating a show that will enthral your audience on the final day. 
Some experience in at least one area – dance, singing or acting – is advised. 

Our programs in music and musical theatre are high 
energy and FUN! Grow your skills as a performer or 
musician, and work towards a fantastic show on the 
final day.

Our programs in music and musical theatre are high 
energy and FUN! Grow your skills as a performer or 
musician, and work towards a fantastic show on the 
final day.
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Training for 

Join Dr. Kento as intern 
scientists in his top secret 

laboratory... where nothing is 
ever what it seems. Who is this 

mysterious man, and what could be 
growing inside the strange, glowing egg he guards 
from the world? Like all our Quest programs, “The 
Secret of  the Lost Egg” is a combination of  role 
play adventure and the arts! Design characters, 
take arts challenges and learn to problem-solve in 
a team, working against the clock to discover the 
secret of  Dr Kento's mysterious egg. Could it be 
a new animal species? Is it a threat to all 
humankind? Evil forces are at work to secure the 
egg for themselves! Solve clues, try out arts 
activities such as stage combat, film making and 
art, then work together to solve the mystery... before the egg hatches. Campers 
will stage a short presentation on the final day.

Older teens can 
choose to take a 
leadership program 
with us in place of  arts and sports 
electives. LIT programs are selected at 
the time of  registration.

Session 1 – Personal Skills & 
Activities Leadership
Learn about yourself  as a leader and 
team player! Explore problem solving, 
activity leadership and public speaking.

Session 2 – Teaching Skills
Discover teaching strategies, design a 
lesson plan in groups and teach a 
workshop to younger campers.

Session 3 – Counsellor Skills
Explore developmental traits in 
younger children, plan camp activities 
and shadow a dorm at camp. 

What Else Do We Do?

If  you live in or near Toronto, join 
us at our academy for year-round 
classes in Creative Writing, Film 
Production, Acting and Clown. 
For more information, visit 
artsacademy.ca

Centauri Arts Academy Centauri International Tours
Our summer season ends with an 
overseas tour to the UK for 
campers aged 12-18. Tours are 
leadership opportunities, and are 
limited to just 16 campers, 
travelling with 3 staff. We've made 
a movie in Wales, attended writing 
retreats in Scotland, toured a show 
around Ireland, partnered with a 
youth theatre company in 
Somerset and explored culture in 
London and at the Edinburgh 
Festival. Our 2016 Tour will take 

in the castles, mountains and villages of  Snowdonia, Wales, as 
we wend our way to a gorgeous writing retreat in Criccieth. 
For an information and registration pack, visit out camp 
website. centauriartscamp.com

For adult writers and their families, we also offer a writing retreat to Costa Rica in 
January each year. Stay at a bio dynamic farm in the heart of  the rainforest, taking 
writing workshops, sightseeing and sharing in readings and other cultural events. For 
information, go to and click on .artsacademy.ca ‘Classes for Adults’

Young Leaders

The Secret of  the Lost Egg 
offered in Session 4 for ages 9-14
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Find Out More About 

Some campers join us for one session, while others stay two, 
three, or the whole summer. Why? An entire summer at 
Centauri offers a full 
immersion in the arts and a 
chance to develop a wide 
range of  skills. For example, 
a camper with acting interests 
could explore   Clown, Zen
of  Comedy, Stage Combat 
and Acting for the Stage 
and Screen, developing 
intensive performance skills 
in just seven weeks. Each 
session, every program at 
Centauri is different. They 
are different from year to 
year, too! This means you can 
take as many programs as you 
like without ever repeating 
material. Campers attending 

more than one session 
receive a multi-session 
discount. Meals, 
accommodation and supervision for the evening between 
sessions are provided free of  charge.

When you are ready to register for camp, simply visit the 
Registration Link on our camp website. There is a short 
form to complete, and you will be taken to a payment 
page to settle the deposit. After that, we will email you to 
welcome you to Centauri, and follow up with regular 
newsletters as summer approaches. You can make contact 
with other campers through our Facebook page, and on 
other social media sites. In late Spring, there is a Health 

Form for you to complete, and a Camp 
Manual that will answer all your questions. 

CENTAURI

Call us to discuss your child's needs. We will 
take the time to answer all your questions.

Visit our website! Viewing the hundreds of  
photos and videos posted there will give you a 
visual of  camp, while our camp blog includes 
journal entries written last summer.

We would be happy to provide you with parent 
references, so you can chat with a family who 
has attended Centauri in past years.

Call the Ontario Camps Association. They will 
be able to verify that Centauri has been a 
member in good standing for nearly 20 years.

Arrange to meet with the directors! If  you live 
near Toronto, we would be happy to visit with 
you in your home or at our Arts Academy. 
Otherwise, we can arrange an online chat, face 
to face.

One Session... or Longer?

How to Apply
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It's as 
simple 
as 
that!
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Session 1: 
14 days, $1840

Sun. 3 July-Sat. 16 July

Session 2: 
14 days, $1840

Sun. 17 July-Sat. 30 July

Session 3: 
14 days, $1840

Sun. 31 July-Sat. 13 Aug.

Session 4: 
8 days, $995

Sun. 14 Aug.-Sat. 21 Aug.

Film Styles: 
Mystery & Suspense 

ages 13-18

Music Mayhem
ages 12-18

Musical Theatre: 
Magic of  Broadway 

ages 9-14

Illustrate & Animate! 
ages 12-18

An Actor's Studio
ages 9-14

The Centauri 
Actor's Company

ages 13-18

Acting Skills: 
Clown

ages 13-18

Writing: 
The Artistic Spirit

ages 12-18

Writing for Film
ages 13-18

Dance: 
The King of  Pop!

ages 12-18

Short Films for Festivals
ages 13-18

Acting & Directing
ages 13-18

Musical Theatre: 
Magic of  Broadway 

ages 13-18

Illustrate & Animate!
ages 9-14

An Artist's Studio 
ages 13-18

Acting: Zen of  Comedy
ages 12-18

Stage Combat: 
Fan Fiction Fighters 

ages 13-18

Acting for the 
Stage and Screen

ages 9-14

Creative Writing: 
Brave New Worlds 

ages 14-18

Creative Writing 
for Performance 

ages 9-14

Dance Production
ages 10-18

Music Video Production
ages 14-18

Film Styles 
ages 11-15

Music Mayhem:
How to be a Musician 

in the Real World 
ages 12-18

Photography & Design 
ages 12-18

An Actor's Studio
ages 9-14

Stage Combat: 
Clowns with Swords 

ages 13-18

The Centauri 
Actor's Company

ages 13-18

Creative Writing: 
Poetry & Fiction 

ages 12-18

Creative Writing: 
Finding Your Voice

ages 14-18

Ballet, Contemporary, Jazz
ages 11-18

Film Production: 
Short Cuts 
ages 12-18

Music Mayhem
ages 12-18

Performance Arts
ages 9-14

Painting Techniques 
ages 14-18

An Artist's Studio 
ages 9-14

Quest: 
The Secret of  the Lost Egg 

ages 8-14

Acting for the 
Stage and Screen

ages 13-18

Writing in the 
Footsteps of  Giants 

ages 12-18

Creative Writing:
Game Makers 

ages 13-18

Dance Trendz! 
ages 9-18

Fees are shown in Canadian Dollars.  
Fees include accommodation, food, specialist arts 
programs, supervision, recreational activities, laundry and 
(in most cases) transportation from Toronto or the airport. 
Fees exclude tax. Centauri offers early booking, sibling and 
multi-session discounts; please visit our website for details. 

Summer 2016 At a Glance

www.centauriartscamp.com
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“I just wanted to tell you how amazing this camp is. My son said it was the happiest 8 days of  his 

life and he literally felt he could do anything because he could be completely himself. I'm so 

grateful we found this camp!! So many talented young people. What a joy to see!”

“My daughter loved the writing program, the Harry Potter festival, the food and the creative spirit at camp.” 

“My son learned a lot about film, and about cooperation. Having 
to take on different roles, both leadership and supporting ones in 
the development of  a film, was a broad and valuable experience.” 

“Many thanks for hiring all these excellent people and for providing such a rich, positive and creative experience for kids. See you all next year!”

centauriartscamp.com

Our Parents Say...


